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US, Russian and Chinese Weapons: Both of Libya’s
fighting camps are taking delivery of weapons
shipments
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We bring to the attention of our readers an excerpt from a report by Debka, a website linked
to Israeli intelligence on arms shipments to the Libya war zone.

Two US drones for Misratah vs Russian arms, Chinese intel for Qaddafi

DEBKAfile Exclusive Report April 22, 2011, 5:33 PM (GMT+02:00)

Read the complet report at:
http://www.debka.com/article/20862/

Both of Libya’s fighting camps are taking delivery of a surging influx of weapons shipments
and military personnel – each hoping to use the extra aid for breaking the military standoff
in its own favor, DEBKAfile’s military sources report.

Thursday, April 21, President Barack Obama authorized a pair of armed Predator drones to
help the rebels  break breaking the siege of  Misratah,  while  British,  French and Italian
military officers headed for rebel headquarters in Benghazi, part of a package of arms and
military equipment from the US, Britain, France, Italy and Qatar.

On the other side of the Libyan divide, China, Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and Serbia are
keeping  the  pro-Qaddafi  camp’s  arsenals  stocked  with  new  hardware  along  with  combat
personnel  from  Eastern  Europe  and  the  former  Yugoslavia.

Building up in Libya is a confrontation that recalls the 1999 war in Yugoslavia (Serbia today)
when NATO’s four-month Operation Noble Anvil hammered Yugoslav forces to force their
retreat  from Kosovo.  The Serbs  too were backed then by clandestine Chinese-Russian
support in tactical advice, intelligence, fighting men and arms.

Just  like  12  years  ago,  our  military  sources  report  that  from mid-March,  hundreds  of
“volunteers” – professional soldiers ranking from colonel down to corporal – have joined the
army  loyal  to  Qaddafi.  Calling  themselves  “nationalists”  operating  in  paramilitary
organizations without the knowledge of their governments, these foreigners claim they have
come “to repulse the Western-Muslim onslaught on Qaddafi’s regime.”
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